
Your cybersecurity stack needs to provide meaningful visibility across an 
IT environment. Designed with MDR objectives and workflows in mind, 
we ensure you are collecting the right information, not mass information. 
True value is in real-time data interpretation allowing for immediate action. 
Here’s where the Blackpoint Cyber ecosystem comes into play. 

Nation-State  
Cybersecurity 
Working for You 
In the cyberthreat landscape, MSPs are finding themselves in the crosshairs of advanced attackers. To take the 
target off your back, we created the Blackpoint ecosystem – a fully managed, integrated ecosystem of services 
with our powerful nation state-grade MDR technology at its core.  

Our partners rely on us for high-performance, easily upgradeable, and robust cybersecurity that can protect 
against today’s and tomorrow’s threats every time. Win the unfair fight with Blackpoint Cyber in your corner. 

STREAMLINED SOLUTIONS POWERED BY MDR

THE BLACKPOINT CYBER 

ECOSYSTEM

Building your own security team? Consider the costs. The formula below shows the average monthly cost  
to set up and manage an in-house, 24/7 managed detection and response (MDR) operation for 100 endpoints. 

THE COSTS OF DIY CYBERSECURITY

=  $60,500 per month

$50,000

Labor

$7,000

Rent + Utilities

$1,000

Hosting + Equipment

$2,500

MDR Tech



Explore the Ecosystem
LEAN.  EFFECTIVE.  ACTION-FOCUSED.

The ecosystem ensures that all facets of security work in tandem to support an integrated  
and streamlined cyber strategy. Combining network visualization, insider threat monitoring,  
traffic analysis, and endpoint security, Blackpoint’s expert team rapidly detects and neutralizes 
lateral movement in its earliest stages. 

EXPLORE BLACKPOINT TODAY

Our world-class cybersecurity ecosystem is designed to serve our partners by completing 
the hard work for you. Trust Blackpoint Cyber to provide a streamlined onboarding  
experience so you can get coverage without compromising your efficiency. 

Thrive, not survive, in the threat landscape

blackpointcyber.com
1.410.203.1604

AT THE CORE:  MANAGED DETECTION & RESPONSE 

True 24/7 MDR. Blackpoint’s patented MDR solution is the first contextually aware breach  
detection and response program on the market. With unparalleled visibility into hacker tradecraft, 
lateral spread, and remote privileged activity, we stop advanced attacks immediately. 

ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS OF THE CYBERSECURITY OFFERING

Cloud infrastructures actively secured. Extend the power 
of MDR and bring 24/7 expert security monitoring and a 
unified response to your cloud workflows. Trust leading edge 
cybersecurity to actively defend your cloud platforms, hybrid 
environments, and everything in between. 

Curated Zero Trust, by Blackpoint. Managed Application Control 
provides our partners with simplified oversight into what matters 
most. With Blackpoint’s MDR capabilities and threat insight, you 
can apply curated application settings to your and your clients’ 
extended perimeters. Reduced operational bottlenecks, while 
improving user experience, today.

GUARDING THE PERIMETERS:  BLACKPOINT ADD ONS 

Hyper-efficient logging and compliance. Leave complicated 
installs and agent rollouts in the past. Quickly configure log 
settings, generate compliance reporting, and automatically map 
against hundreds of compliance requirements all at once with 
push-button setup. Finally, the future of compliance is here. 

Cyber liability insurance for MSPs. Fact – if you have sensitive 
data, you have cyber risk. Paired with our MDR solution, 
Blackpoint RISK keeps you and your clients secure. Receive 
tailored policies to fit your specific industry and organization  
size so you can live to fight another day in this cyber landscape.

https://blackpointcyber.com/lp/mdr_demo/?utm_campaign=slick_cta&utm_source=ecosystem_prospect
https://blackpointcyber.com/
https://www.facebook.com/BlackpointCyber/
https://www.instagram.com/blackpointcyber/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/blackpoint
https://twitter.com/blackpointus
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMNIe_LRdv7boK6c1W49JUg

